Your Omega Guarantee
When you want great service for your plumbing and electrical
work in Sydney, you'll be delighted with the Omega Services
commitment to provide you with the friendliest and most
professional plumbing and electrical experience in NSW. No
other company goes as far as Omega to put a smile on our
customers' faces. Read more about your guarantees below, or
read from our other happy customers on this page here.

THE OMEGA PLUMBING DIFFERENCE:
1. Up-Front Pricing:
With Omega Services, you know the full price in advance before you give us the go-ahead. It means complete
peace of mind with a single flat rate quote, rather than worrying about how long it will take. You can relax with
Omega.
2. Satisfaction Guaranteed Red Carpet Service:
Omega Services offers our customers red carpet service - which
means every customer is a VIP, and their service backed up by
a satisfaction guarantee. Our plumbers and electricians wear
shoe covers to protect your flooring, lay down a mat in their
work area, and perform a thorough clean-up afterwards. It's
about showing respect for you and your home.
3. The Tidiest Plumbers and Electricians:
Our plumbers and electricians are clean-cut, wear a pressed uniform, and we hire only the kind of technicians
we'd be delighted to have in our own homes.
4. On-Time or We Pay you up to $100!
You can be sure that Omega Plumbing and Electrical will be
there on-time - so much so that if we're late we'll pay you up to
$100 ($5 off for every minute up to a maximum of $100 off). It's
proof of how much we value your busy schedule.
5. Rapid Response, 24 Hours, 7 Days
Omega Plumbing and Electrical operates plumbing teams from
multiple locations across Sydney with live GPS tracking,
meaning we can dispatch the closest available team direct to your door. It all makes for Sydney's elite response
when you need a plumber or electrician in an emergency, 24 hours, 7 days.

6. Professional
All of our plumbers and electricians are trained to the highest international standards are are fully insured and
licensed. You can be sure of Sydney's most professional plumbing and electrical service.
7. Trusted for over 20 years
With over 20 years servicing Sydney's plumbing and electrical
needs, Omega Services is already trusted in tens of thousands
of homes across the city.
8. Written Guarantees
All of our workmanship is backup up by signed, written
guarantees. On many services we are even able to offer
LIFETIME guarantees on your new installation, such as sewer
replacements or new tap installations (conditions apply, call for details).
9. Financing for Approved Applicants
Omega Services can help you apply for competitive financing on new installations. Terms and conditions apply,
subject to approval. Contact us for more information and full terms.
10. Save Money
Omega Services can help you save money with our special offers and discounts. Not only that, but our
investment in the latest technology can help save you time and money - for example we can help customers save
thousands by saving a drain line that other companies would have to dig it up, or being able to locate a leak
underground or behind a wall.
11. Friendly and Helpful
Above all you can be sure of friendly and helpful plumbers and electricians who take the time to explain the
options and assist you with making the best choice for your plumbing and electrical needs.

For all your plumbing, electrical, hot water and drain needs in Sydney, call and speak with Omega Services
today.

